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As: The Prosecutor
NICOLE KARDELL
Associate, Ifrah Law, PLLC

As:
Ginger McKenna
(The Accused)
Subject: Give daddy some sugar  
From: Ginger McKenna  
To: Big Daddy

Got your message. Sorry to hear your laptop is messed up. You’re welcome to use mine - username is BabyCakes and password is 39XV150. Just make sure the boys don’t spill beer on the keyboard like last time.

- Ginger
Subject: Help me out again?  

From: Big Daddy  

To: Ginger McKenna  

Hey, BabyCakes!

Gotta get a few bets in today - ok if I pop by and use the computer again. Promise I’ll make it up to you!!!

- BD
We want you to be the jury –
Do you think the defendant is guilty?

Text or tweet us your answer.